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Disassembly: 

Remove the Collet from the Housing.
Remove the two spent 2-019 O-Rings from the Collet.
Remove the four spent 8-019 Back-up Rings from the Collet. 
Remove the End Cap from the Housing.

Assembly: 

Install four 8-019 Back-up Rings onto the Collet.
Install two 2-019 O-Rings onto the Collet.
Install the Collet into the box end of the Housing with the legs of the Collet towards the 
pin end of the Housing. (Care should be taken to ensure there are no sharp shoulders that 
can damage the O-Rings during installation.)  
Install the End Cap onto the Housing. 

Purpose: 

Provides a single run to set and a single run to pull plugging system. 

Description: 

The “R” Equalizing Assembly consists of three parts: - Valve Housing, Equalizing Valve 
(Collet), and End Cap.
The valve housing connects to the packing mandrel of the “R” lock assembly.

The valve housing has a standard no-go shoulder as does all “R” line accessories, to 
accommodate locating “RN” lock assemblies into no-go nipple profiles.

 Two to four 
1
/16" equalizing ports are drilled through the housing body.

The equalizing valve has two sealing rings, for sealing the area containing the equalizing ports.  

Collet fingers are located at the lower end of the valve to lock it in a closed sealing position. The 

“R” Equalizing Assembly requires running and pulling prongs.

The running prong pushes and holds the equalizing valve off of the sealing position, the running  

prong then closes the equalizing assembly as the running tool is sheared from the plug assembly. 

The pulling prong pushes the equalizing valve down off the seat as the pulling tool engages the  

lock mandrel assembly. 

Applications: 

The “R” Equalizing Assembly can be used for other applications such as electronic shut in tools 
and check valves.
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6.0 Operation:

Running:
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The “R” Equalizing Assembly is made up to the pin end of the “R” Lock Assembly packing 
mandrel. 
The lock assembly is pinned to the “R” running tool and running prong.
The “R” running tool is set in the desired running position and lowered in the well to the desired 
nipple depth and set. 
The running prong holds the equalizing valve below its sealing position, this allows the fluid to  
bypass as the packing section passes through or sets into the nipple seal bore. 
As the running tool is sheared from the set plug, the running prong pulls the equalizing valve to  
the sealed position. 
When the equalizing valve is in the sealed position the collet fingers spring into a locking groove 
machined in the valve housing.  This allows a larger I.D. of the equalizing valve for the running  
prong to pass through. 
Record the wellhead pressures when a plug is being ran for reference to establish equalizing  
pressures when pulling the plug. 

Pulling:

6.8

6.9

The pulling prong is threaded into the core of the internal F/N pulling tool. 

The pulling tool with the prong is attached to the tool string and lowered to just above the 

plug depth. 

6.10 Apply sufficient pressure to the tubing above the plug to ensure equalization. 

6.11 The tool string is now lowered and the pulling tool latched into the “RR” plug. 

6.12 The pulling prong pushes the equalizing valve off the seat.  This allows for any further 

equalizing above and below the plug. 

6.13 No upward jarring is done on the plug until a period of time has passed to monitor any pressure 

increases. 

6.14 When it has been determined the pressure is equal from the bottom to the top of the plug, the 

plug can be removed from the nipple and retrieved to the surface. 

7.0 Precautions:

7.1 At the time of setting the plugs record the pressures and the fluid levels.  This information will 

assist to establish the equalizing pressures required before pulling the prong. 
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MATERIALPART NUMBERDESCRIPTIONQTYITEM

AISI 4140 - L8009-02-R-171-01HOUSING11

316L STAINLESS STEEL09-02-R-171-02COLLET12

AISI 4140 - L8009-02-PX-150-04CAP13

AS REQUIRED2-019O-RING24

AS REQUIRED8-019BACKUP RING45

MATERIAL

TOLERANCES

.X = +/- 0.030

.XX = +/- 0.015

.XXX = +/- 0.005

 = +/- 0.5 DEG

 = .005 TIR
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WEIGHT = 2.62 lb
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